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'Just because you can't explain it, doesn't mean it's a miracle.' In the beginning was the Word. And
the Word was: 'Hey, you!' This is the Discworld, after all, and religion is a controversial business.
Everyone has their own opinion, and indeed their own gods, of every shape and size, and all
elbowing for space at the top. In such a competitive environment, shape and size can be pretty
crucial to make one's presence felt. So it's certainly not helpful to be reduced to appearing in the
form of a tortoise, a manifestation far below god-like status in anyone's book. In such instances,
you need an acolyte, and fast: for the Great God Om, Brutha the novice is the Chosen One – or at
least the only One available. He wants peace and justice and brotherly love. He also wants the
Inquisition to stop torturing him now, please...

Small Gods / Discworld - TV Tropes
A description of tropes appearing in Small Gods. The 13th Discworld novel and a standalone,

although it uses some characters and locations from Pyramids and …

Discworld Gods - Wikipedia
Small gods are a special classification of deity unique to the Discworld. They are the gods of
slightly significant places, say the point at which two ant trails cross. On the Disc, the power and
presence of a god waxes and wanes according to the number of believers.

Discworld - Wikipedia
Discworld is a comic fantasy book series written by the English author Terry Pratchett (1948–2015),
set on the fictional Discworld, a flat disc balanced on the backs of four elephants which in turn
stand on the back of a giant turtle, Great A'Tuin.

Discworld Books | Discworld Wiki | FANDOM Powered By Wikia
There are also the extraneous materials - the maps, diaries, graphic novels, quizbooks, short
stories and various other things that aren't novels, but are still parts of Discworld in their own right.

Discworld (Literature) - TV Tropes
A world, and a mirror of worlds. The Discworld, a flat planet carried by four elephants standing on
the back of a gigantic space-turtle (sex unknown), is …

What Font Are Sir Terry Pratchett's Discworld Books Written In
As of April 2015: Discworld novels and shorts . The Colour of Magic . The Light Fantastic . Equal
Rites . Mort . Sourcery . Wyrd Sisters .

Discworld Monthly Issue 250

Welcome to the 250th Issue of Discworld Monthly! To celebrate this milestone issue we opened a
couple of cans of L-space voyager (from the wonderful guys at Ales By Mail and decided to have a
bit of a spring clean and shuffle of the newsletter to mark the occasion. (L-Space Voyager (6 pack))
In 2018 ...

Mondo Disco - Wikipedia
Il Mondo Disco (in inglese Discworld) è un mondo immaginario in cui è ambientata una popolare
serie di romanzi fantasy umoristici scritti dall'autore britannico Terry Pratchett

Terry Pratchett - Wikipedia
Terry Pratchett (Beaconsfield, 28 april 1948 – Broad Chalke, 12 maart 2015) was een Engelse
schrijver van humoristische fantasy-boeken waarvan vele zich op de Schijfwereld (Engels:
Discworld) afspelen.

Zeměplocha – Wikipedie
Zeměplocha (v anglickém originále Discworld; český vydavatel na začátku 90. let tuto sérii označil
jako Úžasná Zeměplocha, tohoto označení se drží dosud, nicméně není podloženo originálem a
jinde se používá jen málo) je knižní série psaná Terrym Pratchettem čítající 41 románů, pět
povídek a řadu různých ...
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